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New Student Leadership
2019/20

Head Girl
A J Simms

Head Boy
Jacob
Miculob

Deputy
Head Boy
Charlie Wilson

Deputy
Head Girl
Poppy Curran

Phoebe Pledger

Jacob Edwards

Elodie Nicholson

Charlie Walder

Andrew Nicoll

Esther Shrubsole

Logan Simpson

Kayleigh Bishop

Fergus Dark

Amber Mabbutt
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USA
O

nce again this Easter saw a
group of us travel to the USA
for our Awe and Wonder tour.
Day 1: Travel to Los Angeles
After a long flight we were met
with glorious sunshine and time
by the pool to relax.
Day 2: LA Sightseeing
Our busy day trying to fit in all
the best sights of LA. From the
Griffith Observatory where we
could see the Hollywood Sign
and the whole view of LA to the
rich houses of Beverly Hills. We
walked the path of the Oscars
and placed our hands and feet
where the stars have been outside
the Chinese Theatre. We spent

our lunch time exploring a local
Farmer’s Market before walking
down Rodeo Drive. Finally, we
paddled in the sea and had dinner
at Bubba Gump Shrimp on Santa
Monica Pier.
“My favourite part of the trip has
to be Los Angeles. It was our first
day properly exploring America
and there was just so much to
take in. Luckily we had a lovely
bed to go back and sleep in!”
“My favourite bit about the
trip was definitely seeing the
Hollywood sign in LA.”
Day 3: Universal Studios
We began our day on the Back
Lot Tour going behind the scenes
on many recent films and TV
shows seeing the secrets of
their special effects.
Then we split up to go our
separate ways exploring the
many rides, attractions and
shows, including a walk
through Hogsmead Village.
Day 4: Travel to Las Vegas
We travelled through the
desert today to see the great
building of Las Vegas. We
drove down ‘the strip’ to see
the mini Statue of Liberty,
Great Pyramid, Sphinx and
Eiffel Tower, then walked
down Freemont Strip to
compare this ‘old strip’ with
the new.
Another classic American
meal at Planet Hollywood
inside Caesar’s Palace with
its giant fountains and
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indoor skies.
Day 5: Grand Canyon
It is so hard to convey this
wondrous sight in words or even
in a photo. It is just so vast and
beautiful and we were lucky to see
it under blue sky having travelled
through rain, hail and even snow
to get there.
Wild elk were wandering around
the top as we enjoyed our views
and had time to explore the sights.
“My favourite part of the trip was
the Grand Canyon because it was
so humbling and made you feel
so amazing to be in such a place.
The views just blew you away
and pictures couldn’t even capture
it! It’s such a fantastic feeling to
be able to say I have been to the
Grand Canyon as everyone knows
what it is and wants to know
more and see pictures”
“My favourite part of the trip was
the Grand Canyon. It was so good
as it was unreal and like it was
from a film.”
Day 6: Colorado River
Another hot day with beautiful
blue skies helping us enjoy our
peaceful river trip. With a local
guide to explain the geography
and history of the land we were
able to just take in the view and
the sun rays. Plus our competition
to see who could stay in the
freezing cold river the longest!
“My two favourite parts of the
trip were the pier on the second
day (because I think it was a
nice way to wrap up the day
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of sightseeing) and the boat
trip down the Colorado River
because I found the scenery very
interesting and the water fun to
play with.”
Our most relaxing day yet
cruising down the river enjoying
the views and local knowledge.
Day 7: Travel to Phoenix
As we neared the end of our trip
we followed the good weather to
Phoenix where we had some pool
time to relax before an evening
at Amazing Jakes. All you can
eat buffet and unlimited laser tag
and bowling were just the start of
the evening. We got competitive
winning tokens to see what prizes
we could bring away with us on
our final night.
Day 8 – 9: Shopping & Home
This group were the most
successful shoppers yet – I have
never seen so many shopping
bags! A chance to spend our
last dollars before flying home
overnight for a chance to recover
from our hectic week.
“Also I would like to add that
there was never a dull moment
on the trip because of our very
interesting and eventful days.
Even on long coach journeys there
was a lot to do due to the semifrequent stops and other people.
I also think the food was good
quality wherever we went and the
hotels were nice.”
Miss J Hilson
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Abbas Abbas

s the Summer Term gets underway we
can see the changing of the guard. It
has been a real pleasure to work with our
outgoing House Captains, Rosie Young
and Kieron Judd, both of whom have been
excellent role models for our younger
students. Abbas has been a successful House
because of leaders like Rosie and Kieron,
reliable, cheerful and always willing to get
involved and give up their time to help.
Thank you both very much.
However, we haven’t let the grass grow
under our feet – I am delighted to be able
to introduce our new House Captains;
Phoebe Pledger and Jacob Edwards. I know
that both are extremely keen to work with
the House Committee and represent Abbas
whenever they can. Welcome aboard!

We began the term with our Celebration
assembly. It is a lovely opportunity to reflect
on the great work and super attitude of the
students within Abbas House. Seventy five
students gained their Gold Merit Award,
that is fantastic. That means that those
students have already earned their place on
the rewards trip with a term to go. Looking
at those names though, there will be no
resting on their laurels, all will be wanting
the Platinum Award too.
Here is the group of students that achieved
the Platinum Award within two terms:
Jess Hammond
Russell Gonzales
Lottie Cooper
Amelie Kingston
Jake Morris
Callum Ryan
Isabelle Walker
Lucas Marseille-Lefebvre
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Maisie Lane
Finn Morris
Jessica Williamson

This really is a fantastic achievement and
I know just how much hard work and
determination lie behind reaching this level of
recognition. A huge well done to each one of
you.
I was delighted to award the Head of House
Commendation to Betsy Richards Kemp ACA
Yr 10. Betsy demonstrates a super attitude
to her learning, has earned a large number
of merits across all subjects and has achieved
a full house of “Exemplaries” on her report
with yet another 100% attendance. A great
role model for our younger students. Well
done, Betsy!

KFR were awarded the Tutor Group prize and
were delighted with a brace of rather large
Easter Eggs – in red of course. KFR work as
a team and really get involved, their owl for
the woodland creatures art competition was
amazing. KFR really love to get “stuck in.”
RMY and KWA were not too far behind KFR
this term. It will be close again at the end of
the year I am certain.
Gabriel Bailey was recognised at our assembly
too. Gabriel has achieved his half ribbons
already. He is part of many of our school and
House sports teams. He takes part in many
competitions, he is cheerful and reliable, and
really hard working. It is certainly no surprise
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to me that he is one of the first to be awarded half
ribbons this year. Well done, Gabriel!
Our Spring Term Cream Tea event will be attended
by the following Abbas House students for their
contributions to all things Abbas. It is always very
difficult to select 8 people only and 24 across the
year but I hope that our students know that their
turn may come and that all of their contributions are
both recognised and valued.
Emily Allestone
Caleb Fenton
Tobey Fenton
Alannah Reeve
Fia Garrard
Jess Hammond
Josh Allard
Clementine Wright
Gracie Brinkley
Milo Kirkham
I hope that they all enjoy the event and feel
appreciated!
Finally I am delighted to announce that we have
secured a date for our trip to the East Anglian Air
Ambulance base. It has been a little tricky to fit
around the constant training that the EAAA team
undertake plus the demands of school events. Mr
Cameron will take Harry Freeman, Ashton Simpson,
Sam Clayton and Callum Ryan out to the base on
26th June for the day to represent Abbas House.
I look forward to hearing all about it when they
return.

You are invited to a cream tea
Thursday 16th May
9.10 am
G Block Conference Centre

Good luck and my very best wishes to our Year 11s.
I know how hard you have been working. Eat well,
sleep well and do your best: that is all we want for
you.
Have a lovely May half term.
Mrs N Wilby
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C h a m be r l a in

Y

et another Celebration Assembly has
passed and we have so many more
achievements to shout about.
We had 93 more Bronze certificates
awarded and an even more impressive 103
Silver certificates!
To receive a Gold Certificate students need
to have 300 merits and I am so proud to
have now given out 43 of these already.
There is still another term left for more
students to reach this point and gain
themselves a place on one of our Rewards
Trip. Remember you can gain more merits
by going to clubs and taking part in one of
the many competitions.
Going beyond that we have 11 students in
Chamberlain who have a Platinum Award
merit total of more than 400 merits – this
is so amazing and just shows how much
hard work and commitment these students
have put in to this academic year so far. A
special mention must go to Rosy Morelli,
Kai Thomas and Maisie Young who have
more than 500 merits and Megan Turner
who has our highest merit total of 675!

record for the whole year so far. I hope you
continue to stay well and can maintain this till
the end of the Summer term too.
I am always proud to hand out extra
certificates for our many other achievements
including those of you who took part in the
Have Your Say and Stock Broker challenges
and our inter-house quiz team.
Charlie Walder was nominated for his
Resilience having spent a great deal of his time
rehearsing over Easter with the Suffolk Youth
Orchestra at Framlingham College for their
performance.
Reuben Rumsby deserved his nomination
for Positivity as he is leading the way with
recycling at TGS giving up his time to make
sure food waste is disposed of correctly and
offering to litter pick during his break and
lunchtimes.
Oskar Howard has received my Head of
House Commendation award this term. I see
his name on so many school events always
taking part and getting involved in so many
different things that we are proud to have him
as a member of Chamberlain House.
Well done to those of you who entered the
Woodland Animal competition. We had some
amazing entries.
Well done to our Dodgeball and Trampolining
teams for doing Chamberlain proud and
winning both events.

Well done to Mr Percy’s tutor group who
have finally put a stop to Mrs Kelly’s
winning streak by gaining the most
average merits for a tutor group. I hope
you enjoyed your well-deserved brownies
and cookies made for you specially by Mr
Percy himself!
So far this year we have 78 students on
track for an Exemplary Behaviour Award
by having a zero negative point total. We
know that our high behaviour expectations
always apply but these students are always
organised, have never forgotten any of
their equipment and have always been on
time too. Well done!
We also have a very healthy 53 students
who managed 100% attendance last term
and 27 of you have a 100% attendance
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Upcoming Events:
Our next charity event is being held on Friday 24th May after school – you are
invited to pay £1 to take part in The Epic Treasure Hunt of 2019. Come and hunt
around the school building for hidden numbers which you can exchange for prizes of
chocolate and sweets.
Our bigger charity event of Swim The Channel will then take part after half term –
hopefully when the weather is much warmer.
Miss Peacock’s chess competition is still running. Please go along and play a few
matches on a Wednesday after school in order to increase our Chamberlain points.
And finally…..
Sports Day is fast approaching. It would be
great to see as many orange shirts taking part in
all of the events. It does not matter where you
come. By taking part you will earn points for
our house and merits for yourself so please sign
up and get involved.
Remember to be proud of everything you
achieve and please keep these achievements
recorded in your careers folder so that you can
show everyone what you are capable of and the
many skills you have acquired.
Miss J Hilson
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Houghton

he last few weeks have been busy and
exciting for all Houghton students,
including a Celebration Assembly, exams
for Year 11 and 13 students, clubs,
competitions and sporting fixtures. I would
like to thank the new House Committee
for their great ideas and contributions
towards competitions, assemblies and charity
events. A special mention for Poppy Curran
10H-TBA and Charles Wilson 10H-JKE who
have been chosen to be the new TGS Deputy
Head Boy and Girl for 2019-2020. They
have shown a high standard of commitment
in Houghton House and we are sure that
all students at TGS will benefit from their
charisma and hard work.

The competition for the tutor group with
the highest number of merits was very tough
and it was great to see BFA taking the lead
with an average of 106 merits per student,
followed by GBR with 97 and KMA with
96. Remember that every merit counts, so
keep on getting merits and avoiding negative
points.

Honour: Award Nominees Winners

Then in our April Houghton House
Celebration Assembly we awarded
certificates for the achievements of almost all
our students. Many received merit points for
their personal presentation and continued
punctuality and being well prepared for
every lesson. Fifty five students received
certificates for 100% attendance during the
Spring term, over a hundred students gained
their Bronze Merit Award for gaining over
100 merits and their Silver Merit Award for
gaining over 200 merits. 34 students gained
their Gold Merit Award for already gaining
300 merits, which has secured them a place
in the Rewards Trip in September. Well done!
Furthermore, special praise should go to
Millie Bonner, Dylan Cook, Lily Ford,
Kaitlin Riddle, Ruth McGrath-Wells,
Matthew Rowe and Thorun Bubb who have
now gained a Platinum Merit Award for
gaining over 400 merits. Congratulations to
you all. Honour is certainly the reward for
your continued valour.
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The Head of House Commendation was
awarded to James Hawkins in EIR for
supporting the Houghton Committee
with new ideas and taking part in every
fundraising event that Houghton has run
this year. James has helped to organise
and lead Houghton assemblies, taken
advantage of the Easter and after school
revision sessions offered by the school,
helped out with the Primary Media Club.
He also has 100% attendance and already
more than 300 merits and zero warnings;
finally James has excelled in his academic
progress (15 exemplaries in their last report).
Congratulations, James. You are a great
credit to Houghton!

This term we have had plenty of
nominations for excellent examples of school
values. I would like to share the winners and
hope their actions inspire you to try your
hardest and get involved:
Alex Bolden 11 H-JWO Happiness: Alex
has been asked to coach younger players
for Sudbury Rugby Club, sharing with them
successful strategies for anger management.
Well done!
Kaitlin Riddle 9H-GBR Resilience: Hockey
achievements: Scoring 2 goals in 3 matches
this season for Suffolk U15s. Attending
regular training sessions and matches on
Saturdays (Ladies 3s). Coaching U12s this
season and representing the school in U14s
tournaments.
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Anja Churchill 8H-JLO Confidence: For getting 2
gold medals, 1 silver medal and 1 bronze medal in a
Gymnastics competition. Well done!
Ruth McGrath-Wells 8H-KYG Positivity: Ruth
competed at Krufts for the first time and her dog
came 6th out of 20 and she was given a rosette.
Valour: Performers & Leaders
We are also enormously proud of and grateful to the
students who have led our assemblies and organised
activities for other students. We would like to
particularly congratulate our new House Captains:
Kayleigh Bishop 10JLO and Logan Simpson 10JWO;
tutors and students in Houghton House are very
pleased with their appointment and we all look
forward to working with them in this coming year.
As well as our new House Captains helping lead
assemblies and present certificates, we have had Dylan
Cook 8BFA and Millie Bonner 7BFA performing
and inviting us to get involved. You have probably
noticed a few students from the Houghton Committee
taking part in assemblies, promoting competitions
and charity events. It definitely takes a lot of valour
to stand up in front of over 250 students and talk or
perform. Well done!

talented student at TGS is. Make sure you show
us your talent and support all the great students
taking part. Tickets are available for sale in Student
Services.
Born to Perform

TGS
got
Ta l e n t
Two categories, Video or Live
Auditions week starting 20th May at 12.50
in The Symphony Hall
All students welcome to audition!
Final 6th June 3.10-4.15pm
Tickets on sale from Monday 13 May at Student Services

All Tickets £2 each
Organised by Houghton committee

Be Brave!
Houghton students have been making excellent
contributions to the school competitions. Special
congratulations go to our Houghton Dodgeball Y8
team, who came first in the Inter-House competition:
Kayden Duke, Sonny Waterson, Edward Burbridge,
Bradley Carvell, Imogen Brown, Shannon Hollington,
Keeley Shaw, Edward Aldsworth, Noah Rose and
Harrison Oliver. Our Houghton Trampolining team
came third with Roxy Hinton 9BFA scoring the
third highest score (8.6). Your entries to the Puzzle
Challenge have won Houghton a first place in this
competition. We are now awaiting the results of the
Planner Cover competition, Woodland Animals and
Chess competition. The entries you have submitted
are very strong so we’re hoping to come first for some
of those competitions! Keep on taking part; you get
merits, have fun and make Houghton very proud with
all your entries.

Our House motto, “Honour is the reward of
valour”, also reminds us of one of the assembly
messages to be brave in our learning, to try new
things and work hard to support others. This month
I have had the opportunity to accompany some of
our students to the Gymnastics club. This is what
one of our Houghton students wrote about it;
hopefully you will feel inspired to try a new club this
term:
“I have never done serious gymnastic lessonshowever gratefully TGS gymnastics club gave a
total newbie the opportunity to be taught fairly and
kindly to learn gymnastics.
The teacher is incredibly nice and and easy to work
with and helps you learn and have fun!”
Thorunn Bubb 7TBA

Charity Events & Ideas
Well done Houghton on a great start to the term.
Keep going throughout the year, and remember “Be
Brave!”

The Houghton Committee has been busy organising
TGS Got Talent: Born to perform. We are holding
auditions for a whole week starting on May 20th
at lunch time. The great final will be on June 6th at
Mrs L Hurtado
3:10 in the Assembly Hall. We look forward to seeing
all the performances and find out who is the most
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Peyton Peyton

huge well done to all our recent
award winners for their efforts last
term. Special mention needs to go to
Andrew Walker for his Head of House
Commendation. Andrew seems to have
been involved in everything last term. He
has gained a huge number of merits and has
almost reached his Platinum award, took
part in many of the House Competitions,
gained an exemplary report, was involved in
the organisation or our ‘Mud Run’ charity
event and got his whole family involved in
the day too. Above all is always smiling and
positive around the school. Well done!

start to their roles, have succeeded them. I am
sure we will be going from strength to strength
with them in charge.
Mr Bennett’s tutor group managed to win the
‘Most Valuable Tutor Group’ award again.
Congratulations to them! Let’s see if anyone
can knock them off their perch this term!
Finally, a huge thank you to all those who
came and supported our Mud Run’ at The
Playground during the Easter Break. It was a
great event on a beautiful afternoon and lots
of fun and fundraising took place. It was great
to see whole families involved in raising money
for Help for Heroes. We are looking to repeat
the event on Saturday 6th July so please keep
an eye out for the booking information.
Come and join us!
Mr W Ponsford

Four other students who need a special
mention are Jessica Print, Emma Arnold,
Jasmine Brown and Joe Ward. They have
already managed to gain over 400 merits
and have therefore achieved our highest
level ‘Platinum’ award as well as earning
a place on the rewards trip in September.
Congratulations to them!

A huge thank you needs to go to our
outgoing House Captains. Mason and Lucy
have done a sterling job this year and have
my gratitude for their support. It has been
great to see them flourish in the role and I
wish them all the best in their exams and
in the future. Andrew Nicoll and Esther
Shrubsole, who have already made a great
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Tollemache

T

ollemache House are riding high
on a wave of success this term after
winning the Chelsworth Cup. During the
end of term school celebration assembly,
the whole school gathers together. It gives
everyone the time to reflect on the terms
work. Students also get to know what
up and coming events there are to look
forward to in the summer term.
The most anticipated part of the assembly
is who has won the cup. As Mr Ponsford
read the results I could scarcely listen as
the competitions and events were read
out. It became apparent that Tollemache
may have a slim chance of winning. As
the final results were read out it was over
whelming to the roar of cheers erupting
from Tollemache House as they realised
they had won the cup. It was a closely
fought contest with only a few house
points between all the houses.

Confidence Gracie Brown - accepted for
Euro jam 2020 (Scouts Jamboree)- really
competitive field and needed to do a
presentation about why she should be chosen,
ABs.
Positivity Maxi Webster-Coles did some
charity work to raise money for his hockey
team, ABs.
Respect Fergus Dark Taking part in an
archaeological dig, CLy.
Positivity Toby Howell - got a letter home for
consistently good maths homework from BMi,
VBr.
Positivity Jessica Barr went to Thetford on a
cadet weekend and successfully passed all of
her tests to get onto level 1-star training, VBr.

The Head of House Commendation goes to
Fergus Dark. Fergus is about to complete his
Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award. Fergus
During our House Celebration it was
continues to volunteer working with young
a pleasure to congratulate a number of
Scouts. He is member of the School Choir and
individuals who have demonstrated the
performs with them regularly. Fergus always
school’s values.
gets involved in all the school performances.
Resilience Carys and Sasha Peerce, both
Recently the Director of Independent Learning
naturally reticent, both have made a
of the Archaeology Field School, from the
considerable effort to join in more in
Cambridge University contacted Fergus.
German, JPa.
Mrs Alison Dickens congratulated Fergus
Resilience George Dunn and Jack Fulford on his field work at Foxearth. The overall
have won the Suffolk Cup with Sudbury mark for his report was 86%- equivalent to
U16 rugby club, JWB.
level 7 at GCSE. Amazing achievement for a
Year 10 student working in a post graduate
environment.
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Other students who have excelled this term are the
Platinum Award winners. I would like to thank the
following students for all their hard work. They
are Gracie Brown ABS, Yvonne Gardner AGA,
Megan Hannan AGA, Abbie Manser AGA, LaylaMay Mackender CHF, Freya Upton CHF, Dane
Gonzales GCU, Roxana Balin JPA, Ruby Marsh
JWB, Sophie Twitchen JWB and Daisy Driscoll
SPa. All these students received certificates to add
to their Record of Achievement. Well done ladies.
Congratulations to Aimee Sharp who was awarded
The Duke of Edinburgh Bronze award. This is
a valuable award to obtain as universities and
employers are impressed by the level of the skills
and commitment needed to complete the Bronze
level.

I would like to give a fond farewell to Jemma
Sergeant and George Dunn for being amazing House
Captains this year. I wish them every success during
the exam season.

Well done to Mr Watkin’s tutor group for winning
the tutor group Merit Award. Second place was
Mrs Gammon’s tutor group followed by Mr
Partrick’s.

I would like to introduce the new house captains
Amber Mabbutt and Fergus Dark. Congratulations.
I look forward to working with you both. There is
still the Sports Cup and Charity Cup to work for. So
fingers crossed and heads down for some more green
ribbons on the school silverware!
Mrs F Raleigh
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Competitions

T

his is the final term where our
competitions count towards
the Chelsworth Cup to see who
will finish victorious this year.
Scientific Journeys
As part of British Science Week
we challenged students to enter
this National competition by
creating a poster with the theme
of ‘Journeys’ which included
scientific information. This could
have been a physical journey, a
chemical journey, the development
of an invention or the creating of
a product.
We had some amazing entries
which we have sent away and
are awaiting to see if any of our
students were successful.
The House winners were: Holly
Samways (Abbas), Alfie Sheridan
(Chamberlain), Anja Churchill
(Houghton), Jasmine Brown
(Peyton) and Alex Hayward
(Tollemache).
Woodland Animals
Again this was part of a wider
competition to have some of our
entries displayed at The Suffolk
Show at the end of this month.
Students had a difficult task with
this one: they needed to create
a Butterfly, Rabbit or Owl using
recycled or reused materials. It
needed to be over 1m big and
waterproof in case of bad weather
at the show.
We had over 160 entries for this
competition and they are of such
a high standard: it was amazing!
A huge well done to everyone who
took part in this competition – I
hope you got to see many of them
displayed around school and we
are waiting to see which ones get

selected to go into the show.
House winners were: Mrs
French’s tutor group (Abbas),
Harrison Adams and Ben Franklin
(Chamberlain), Josh Bacon and
Josh Moye (Houghton), Andrew
Cottingham (Peyton) and Zoe
Deaon, Carys Preece and Sasha
Preece (Tollemache).
Ongoing Competitions
Our photo competition for the
front page of the new planner has
just ended and we are awaiting
the results.
Keep a look out for the next
Summer Cake competition and
we have another short-story and
poetry competition coming up
plus our final Science competition.
Chess Competition
Come along to Room 213 after
school on a Wednesday to play a
chess match. Every game played
earns points for your house and
if you win you gain even more
points. Deadline – 1st July
Remember you earn merits for
all of your entries and these are
evidence for your careers folders
of your creativity and ability to
get involved.
Miss J Hilson
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Year 11 Graduation, Prom, Yearbook and Hoodies

A

s the end of Year 11 approaches, we have put
together a programme to celebrate success and
commit memories of TGS into permanent reminders
of school life.
Yearbook
Students have been asked to submit a photograph in
order for us to put this year’s yearbook together. They
are available to order until Friday 24th May at a cost
of £10. Order forms have been sent via email to all
students and parents. Orders can also be placed at
Students Services. These will be available to collect at
the end of the graduation ceremony on 21st June.
Hoodies
We are working with Snow Union to produce
Graduates Hoodies for pupils to purchase at a cost
of £19.80. A link to place an order has been sent to
all students and parents via email. Orders need to
be placed online and payment goes directly to Snow
Union. The Deadline for orders is Friday 24th May.
These will be also available to collect at the end of the
graduation ceremony on 21st June.
Graduation
Our annual Graduation Ceremony is taking place on
Friday 21st June from 10:30-12:00 in a marquee in
the grounds of the school. Invitations have been sent
to parents and replies are coming in fast. Replies must
be in to the school by Friday 24th May to guarantee
tickets. There is no cost for this event.
Prom
The Year 11 Prom takes place at Colchester United
Football Club on Friday 28th June. Arrival is 7:00
for 7:30 with carriages at 10:30pm. The dress code
is formal (dress to impress!) with a theme of ‘The
Great Gatsby’ if you wish. Tickets are on sale from
Students Services at a cost of £30. This includes entry
to the event, a welcome drink, a buffet meal, a DJ
for the night, exclusive use of the suite at CUFC, a
group photograph taken in the stands of the stadium
and access to approximately 500 photographs as a
memory of the evening.
It is always a great night, so get your tickets soon!
Mr W Ponsford
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Prom
2019
Celebrate the end of your exams in style
Dress to impress, 1920’s if you wish!
28 June - Colchester FC - 19.00-22.30pm
£30 PER TICKET WHICH INCLUDES, VENUE HIRE,DJ,BUFFET
MEAL WITH DRINK ON ARRIVAL AND ACCESS TO ALL THE
DIGITAL PHOTOS FROM THE NIGHT
TICKETS ON SALE
FROM
STUDENT SERVICES
Now!
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Meet The Creatives at
The New Wolsey Theatre

H

ave you ever wondered about how a play is produced? A
group of 30 Year 7 and 8 students got the chance to find
out on Wednesday 1st May. The New Wolsey theatre in Ipswich
opened its doors to show us how they are preparing for their
new production Grandma Saves the Day, based on the cartoons
of local artist Carl Giles.
We had a backstage tour where we went on the stage to see the
set, under the stage to see how the trap door worked and up
to the lighting box. We then met the set designer for the play
who took us through her working processes and showed us her
working model. Students then had the chance in groups to build
their own miniature set. It was a great chance to see back stage
and all the hard work that goes into putting on a large scale
production. Some students even commented that it had made
them think about set design as a career. Thanks to the New
Wolsey for an informative and fun day.
Mrs K French
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Crucial Crew

C

rucial Crew has been run by Sudbury Rotary Club for the
last 20 years and has helped educate over 13000 students
in Year 6 about how to keep safe. Again this year TGS GCSE
Drama students were asked to help and run workshops. Some
students worked with Sudbury Police on a role play about the
serious issue of County Lines and what makes a good friend.
Other students ran their own workshop on bullying and who
could help if you were in trouble.
The students created their own performance and ran a question
and answer session. Over the 5 days, the students performed
over 100 times and were praised for their mature attitude and
commitment.
The Rotary Club is so pleased with the work of the students that
it has kindly made a donation to the Drama department to buy
equipment.
Well done to all involved for their
hard work and dedication!
Mrs K French
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COUNTY LINES (DRUGS AND GANGS)
What does County Lines mean?
County lines exploitation is the process by which gangs, usually from large urban areas, supply drugs to
suburban and rural locations using vulnerable children and young people to courier drugs and money.
Who can be involved?
Children can be vulnerable to manipulation and exploitation for a wide range of factors from living in
poverty to a desire to earn “street cred” amongst their peers.
Typically, gangs use mobile phone lines to facilitate drug orders and supply to users. They also use local
property as a base; these often belong to a vulnerable adult and are obtained through force or coercion
(known as ‘cuckooing’).
The County Lines process is now understood as a driving causal factor in youth violence and, in some cases,
includes elements of child trafficking. An updated report by the National Crime Agency (NCA) has found
that the use of ‘county lines’ by gangs, is a growing issue, and is exploiting ever-younger victims.
Signs and signals of County Lines or other forms of criminal exploitation include:
Returning home late, staying out all night or going missing
Being found in areas away from home
Increasing drug use, or being found to have large amounts of drugs on them
Being secretive about who they are talking to and where they are going
Unexplained absences from school, college, training or work
Unexplained money, phone(s), clothes or jewellery
Having a second, old phone (i.e. not a smart phone)
Increasingly disruptive or aggressive behaviour
Using sexual, drug-related or violent language you wouldn’t expect them to know
Coming home with injuries or looking particularly dishevelled
Having hotel cards or keys to unknown places.
Reporting to the police
When it is considered that the police need to be involved, issues will be referred to the Police or the MASH
(Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub).
The School notes that when a report is made to the police they are not able to offer general advice on
incidents. If the children involved are named or specifics are provided they are duty-bound to record and
investigate all criminal activity reported.
What should you do if you suspect a girl or boy is involved in County Lines or other gang activities?
Members of staff should report this as a child protection issue to the Designated Safeguarding Leads.
Parents/carers should raise concerns with the safeguarding team in Student Services who can take advice
on what next steps to take. Alternatively, parents/carers can report concerns directly to the police or to
Customer First (children’s social care) on 0808 800 4005.
Members of the public should report County Lines or related concerns to the police or to Customer First
(children’s social care) on 0808 800 4005.

20
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P

arents of Year 7 students
attending the Bushcraft
residential trip, please be aware
that there will be a Parents
Information Evening starting at
6:00pm on Thursday 23rd May
2019. This will be held in the
Main assembly hall.
Miss G Forster
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Karting Success!

F

ollowing their success in February at the local finals, three students
from TGS travelled to the regional final of the British Schools Karting
championship at Daytona karting, Milton Keynes on May 8th 2019. The
team, TGS A, consisted of Max Herbert (Year 10), Josh Twitchen (Year
11) and Connor Palmer (Year 13). Each driver raced in two heats against
13 other drivers from several regional schools. The competition was as
tough as ever and the weather conditions challenging. However, each
karter from TGS drove composed, error-free races, avoiding the dozens of
spins and black flags that some of the other teams picked up during the
event.
Arguably the greatest triumph from TGS was Max Herbert’s last race
where he started 13th but managed to come 4th, overtaking the majority
of over drivers in the first lap! “I think I could have won the race if there
had been a few more laps,” Max stated after the race.
Overall the team achieved 5th place out of 14 teams which secures them a
place in the BSKC National Final to be held at Whilton Mill on June 29th.
Mr A Cameron
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Wa l l o f E x c e l l e n c e
Isabelle Sells
England Gymnastics

I

sabella is an extremely committed
gymnast with high aspirations for
the future. Her commitment to success
is incredible and includes training at
Sudbury Gymnastics Club & various
national venues (with some of the biggest
names in gymnastics) for over twenty
four hours per week.
In 2017 Isabella was the Level 4 Suffolk
Champion and in 2018 she went one
step further, when she was crowned
the Regional Vault Champion. Her

performance in the Inter Counties
Competition was so strong that she
achieved the highest overall score in the
Eastern Region and she was selected for
the 2019 Regional Squad.
Isabella has now qualified as an Espoir
Gymnast and is training hard for the
Challenge Cup in September, where she
is hoping to get selected for the British
Championships the following year.
Watch this space!
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D
Trinity Champion Centre 2019-2020

Trinity Champion Centre

Thomas Gainsborough
School

ue to all our hard work and
commitment to the Arts Award
over the years I applied and gained the
title of being one of the first 'Trinity
Champion Centre Arts Award 20192020' for the whole of the UK.
In order to achieve this status I had to
fill in an application form where I had
to submit evidence of my work.
Miss L Nicol

Trinity Champion Centre,
Arts Award, 2019-2020
Lead Contact:
Centre Number:

Lucy Nichol
57793

Stuart Pearce,
Director of UK & Ireland Markets,
Trinity College London
Trinity College London Patron HRH The Duke of Kent KG

Certificate issued: May 2019
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K S 3 Te c h n o l o g y

T

echnology Students in year 8 and 9 have been studying
product design and in particular the design process. Their
task was to create a lamp prototype that has been inspired
by the Italian designer Alessi. Students had to work in groups
to plan and design their work, and they all demonstrated
the ability to work collaboratively and draw on each other’s
strengths.
I am very happy with the standard of work produced and I
believe we have discovered the next generation of designers!
Ms J Powers
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Careers Careers

T

26

his term we have seen two Year 8
students achieve their half ribbons award.
They are Gabriel Baily (Abbas House) and
Alfie Sheridan (Chamberlain House).
Well done to both students! We like to
encourage all Year 7 and Year 8 students to
put their achievements into the ROA folders
as this prepares them for Year 11 when they
are awarded ribbons for their achievements.

Speaking of which, Year 11 students have
been coming in to work on their folders and
achieve ribbons for Graduation.
Work Experience has once again been
very busy with students out every week to
experience the world of work.

The following students have enjoyed their
placements:
Katrina Bryant: Police Force
Jack Ingram: The Kingfisher
Jordan Bailey: Automotion
Caitlin Meuser: Gainsborough’s House
Chanel Butcher: Boots
Erin Bitten: The Swan Hotel
Shannon Ambrose: Long Melford Primary
School
Katie Bitten: Glemsford Primary School
Josh Ambrose: Orwell Housing Association
Phoenix Bloomfield: Lynne Edwards
Designer
Laura Day: Stoke By Nayland Hotel
Anna Robson: Ardmore Vets
Zac Gudgin: Mel Aviation
Anna Robson: Ickworth Park
Georgia Hesketh: Melford Court Care Home
Briony Crawford: PHD Chiropractic
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Ella-Mae Bloomfield: Ardmore
Vets
Isabelle Mustoe: The Swan
Madeleine Bain: Stanley Bragg
Architects
Hannah Freeman-Tinsley:
Lawshall Pre-school
Brandon Howard: Wells Hall
Primary School
Lara Bentley: Sunshine Nursery
Callum Scott: Oxford Insurance
Ltd
Eleni Brinkley: Wayman and
Long Solicitors
Jess Edwards: Purina
All students received glowing
reports from their employers.
Well done Year 10s!
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Careers Careers

Work Experience at
Wells Hall Primary

W

orking at Wells Hall Primary
School has been an exciting
introduction to what it is like having a
job in education. The skills I have had to
demonstrate throughout the week, such as
communication and problem solving, have
helped prepare me for the responsibilities
and challenges that will present themselves
in this sort of workplace.
I am looking forward to branching out my
experience within this particular field and
I would highly recommend this placement,
as the teachers are helpful and I knew
exactly what would be asked of me.
Brandon Howard

Student Success!

M

rs Baker and myself would like to
congratulate Lauren Rogers (Year
13) on being offered a permanent job at
Melford Court Care Home. Lauren has
spent her time in 6th form volunteering
at Age UK, Sunshine Nurseries and The
Bridge Project during her study periods, to
gain experience to support her progression.
Lauren has always wanted to work with
people who need care, whether it be young
children or the older generation.
Lauren has been very proactive in applying
for jobs, as she leaves TGS next month. We
wish you all the best of luck in your future
career, Lauren.
Miss K Perkins
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Work shop Wednesday

T

he Director of Sales and Partnerships for the
corporate events team of GO APE is coming
to talk to students about what her job entails.
The workshop will be held in the Careers Hub on
Wednesday 12th June from 1.00pm to 1.30pm. Please
come and sign up if you are interested in attending.
You will receive a certificate for your ROA folder,
a stamp for your half colours and merit points for
attending.

Have you got what it
takes to be an Events
Planner?

E

vent managers plan and organise promotional,
business and social events. They're responsible for
running a range of events, ensuring the target audience
is engaged and the message of the event is marketed
properly. Events play a huge part in the success of a
brand or an organisation.
As an event manager, you'll organise conferences,
seminars and exhibitions, as well as parties and
corporate incentive trips. Take a look at Prospects Job
Profiles to view the skills required for this career.

Respect Resilience Honest y Positivit y Happiness Confidence
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Careers Careers

Employer in Focus

I

30

visited the prestigious Swan hotel
set within the charming and historic
medieval village of Lavenham, the
perfect base for visitors to explore the
unique heritage and beauty of the Suffolk
countryside to interview our latest work
experience student and to meet up with
Thomas Gainsborough Alumni Sophie
Rowe, Thomas Coleman, Hannah Scott
and Hannah Wade. I always receive a
friendly welcome whenever I visit the
Swan; there is a real family atmosphere
and inevitably I always bump into ex
Thomas Gainsborough School students
working part time and in full time
positions of responsibility.
The Swan at Lavenham is a great supporter
of Thomas Gainsborough School; they
have provided work experience in the
Food & Beverage and Housekeeping
departments for many years, sent
employees to support our Year 10 mock
interviews and speed networking events.
Over the years Thomas Gainsborough
school students have completed work
placements, applied for part time jobs and
apprenticeships.

Alumni in Focus

S

ophie Rowe left Year 11 in 2006; she
is currently Head of Housekeeping,
managing 23 team members of the
housekeeping department, Sophie has worked
for 5 years at the hotel, She joined the hotel
as a part time room attendant while working
her way up to supervisor position, then to
senior supervisor when the opportunity
became available. Sophie was promoted to
Head Housekeeper in 2017.
Sophie explained that housekeeping
is a physical and demanding job but
also satisfying when seeing end results.
Her housekeeping team are the biggest
department in the hotel. They pay exceptional
attention to detail. Good teamwork and
communication is a must. With 45 bedrooms
to be turned round on a daily basis levels
of time keeping in each room is essential to
ensure the AA standards are delivered.
Progression from a daily Room attendant
to housekeeping manager has ensured that
Sophie has a very good level of understanding
of the pressures of housekeeping on a day to
day basis and how to achieve the high AA
standard requirements. Along with her two
housekeeping supervisors constant checks are
made to ensure that not only the hotel rooms
are clean but all areas the public have access
to.
Sophie believes her progression through
the company has got her to a place where
she is confident as the manager of a large
team, delivering the required standards and
creating a work environment that shows how
successful the team can be together.
Thomas Coleman began working in the
kitchen at the Swan at Lavenham as a
Year 10 student in 2011. He completed a
prolonged work experience placement until
he was 16 where he gained new skills and
at the end of Year 11 Tom was offered an
apprenticeship. He is now a Sous Chef at
the hotel and returns to school regularly to
inspire students and offers information about
careers in the hospitality industry. I worked
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with Tom to learn the employability skills he needed something new to keep us on our toes. In a building
to progress.
with as much history as The Swan you never quite
know what could happen when you arrive for your
Hannah Scott completed work experience in
shift. As a reception team my colleagues and I are a
Year 10 in the kitchen; she chose the Swan at
central point of contact within the hotel; all eyes look
Lavenham because of her passion for cooking; she
to us and we need to be able to react quickly and
left Thomas Gainsborough in Year 11 2018. She
calmly. With only a few minutes at check in to make
is currently an apprentice Commis Chef and has
a good first impression, we must anticipate what
recently enrolled onto the Level 3 Chef de Partie
each individual needs. Sometimes there are guests
apprenticeship. Hannah was torn between A Levels on business visits who just want a nice meal and a
and an apprenticeship; we worked together to
good night’s sleep. Other times, guests will be here to
identify the most suitable route for her; I provided
celebrate an anniversary and want to tell us all about
information, advice and guidance to help her make their happy memories together. Each guest requires a
a final decision. I met with her parents and had
different style of service but always a warm welcome.
conversations with the hotel to ensure a positive
No day can ever be the same, meaning reception is an
outcome. In the interview Hannah enthusiastically
ever changing role. But at the end of the day, there is
states that, for her, choosing an apprenticeship
nothing more rewarding than exceeding our guests’
was the best decision she has ever made; she has
expectations and seeing guests leave the hotel happy
gained new skills, the experience of working in
and relaxed is our priority, so we do everything we
a real kitchen environment has been a learning
can to ensure this happens. I would hope that in
curve. In June 2018 Hannah entered a Master
the future I can continue in the hospitality industry.
Chef competition organised by her apprenticeship
I would love the opportunity to further my skills
provider, HIT Training, and was a runner up. At
and one day progress to a position with even more
the time she had just started her Level 2 Commis
responsibility.”
Chef apprenticeship. She passed her first year with
a distinction as expected. She aspires to become a
Employer interactions are essential for the school
head chef in the future.
and the employer; students gain a great deal from
experiences of the workplace to gain employability
After leaving school Hannah Wade attended the
skills. Employees gain leadership experience and
University of Derby to study English. At the time
interview skills. Employers advertise and visit school
she didn’t have a specific career in mind: “I’ve never to discuss employment opportunities with older
been good at making a decision, so choosing just
students.
one career was going to take a while. English was
something I’d always enjoyed at school and I knew Mrs B Baker, Miss K Perkins
studying it at a higher level
would give me a host of skills
that would be invaluable in
any career. Along the way, I
worked in numerous areas
of hospitality facing new
challenges every day. With my
newly learned critical thinking
skills I was able to thrive in
customer facing roles.
Fast forward a few years and
I’ve found myself working
as a receptionist for The
Swan at Lavenham. On
a day to day we follow a
pattern of welcoming new
guests, whilst saying goodbye
to those whom we’ve got
to know during their stay.
Alongside this there is always
Respect Resilience Honest y Positivit y Happiness Confidence
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Sport At TGS

Football & Netball Tour Italy 2019

O

ver the Easter
holidays we took a group of 88
students to Italy for a football and
netball tour. The trip lasted just under
a week and consisted of numerous
sporting opportunities for the three
football teams and four netball teams
that went on the tour.
The trip in its entirety was action
packed with fun sporting and
recreational activities for the students
to enjoy. Each team was able to
experience a high level of coaching.
Additionally all teams were able
to implement their training into
competitive situations against other
schools; the footballers even got
to play local Italian sides! Overall,
all sporting teams were hugely
successful and came away with
more game time and confidence
under their belts!
During the rest of the trip, we
were lucky enough to be based on
a beautiful beach, not only that, the
weather was immaculate the whole
time we were there which allowed us to
put on numerous sporting experiences
for the students on the beach. These

32

included; beach volleyball, rounders and
football. The facilities on site included
a water park and a 50m swimming
pool which the students got the
opportunity to use. This along
with the brand new netball
facilities and Astroturf
for the football allowed
students to experience
training and playing sport
in professional venues.
Last but not least, all
students were able to
spend a day touring
Venice. After arriving by
boat at St Mark’s square the
students completed a walking
tour of the city led by two
fantastic tour guides who taught
the students about the history
and culture of the city. Students were
also able to have some free time buying
souvenirs and eating Italian ice cream.
Overall the Italy Sports Tour 2019 was
a great success. We hope all students
enjoyed the experience!
Miss C Bryan
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Hockey continues to thrive at TGS

K

irkham, Rose, Ruse, Bodin, Aldsworth, Lancaster, Bowers and Cates
all set out to defend the U13 Hockey Suffolk Cup. In April having
experienced seven victories and only one defeat this season the team knew
they were in with a good chance.
A cautious start resulted in a win over Hartismere followed by a more
confident and more convincing victory over Copelston. It was pleasing to see
TGS play attacking hockey with all players pushing forward to put pressure
on the opposition. For a large part of both games TGS were “camped” in
the opposition half leaving the keeper with little to do. Short corner routines
were well established but some strong opposition goal-keeping kept the ball
from reaching the backboards. The third consecutive game against Thurston
was highly competitive and, despite going a goal down, the team showed
real character and scored to even the game. At this stage Thurston and TGS
were both unbeaten and it was vital that TGS won their final game. With
great determination, TGS chased the victory and really put the pressure
on Hadleigh. TGS won numerous short corners and some exceptional
goalkeeping kept the TGS goals to 3, TGS eventually winning 3-0.
Despite being unbeaten in this tournament, TGS lost out on goal difference
and came a highly respectable second. The boys have had a great season
and have a strong hockey future ahead of them. This season they have only
suffered one defeat beating much older opposition.
Mr D Chiang
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Tennis

O

n Friday 3rd May, TGS
hosted our first Tennis
game of the summer against
Framlingham Prep. After a short
preparation time the girls were
ready to get their singles and
doubles matches going. Evie and
Lilianna kicked off their Tennis at
TGS with a singles game whilst
the twins Clementine and Polly
started off in a doubles game.
Framlingham fielded a strong
side with their girls taking off
with a strong start. The games
were cut short due to torrential
rain. However when the rain
calmed down all 4 girls headed
back out with determination
and positivity to finish off their
games. Our girls fought strong to
the end and never let their heads
drop. Framlingham finished
winning 6-0. However our girls
kept their heads high and finished
their tournament with a positive
outlook.

Athletics

A

small team of athletes travelled to Northgate Athletics track to
compete against other schools across the county. This is a very
tough event, and our students were competing against athletes who
train at least three times a week – they didn’t disappoint. Very cold,
wet conditions greeted the team, making sprinting and jumping very
difficult. The pick of the results were Leyton Chubb qualifying for the
final of the junior boys 100m with 12.8 and then running 12.4 in the
final finishing 3rd.
Jacob Fenner finishing 2nd in the Inter boys shot putt competition
and Tilly Motts in the Junior Girls 100m. Tilly qualified for the final
in 13.9 & then ran 13.7 in the final to finish 4th. However it was
all very tight on the line with 0.2 of second separating 2nd and 4th.
Great achievements from all these athletes!

On Thursday 9th May we
headed off to St Benedicts to
play the U13 girls tennis team.
With one fixture under their
belts, Evie, Lilianna, Polly and
Clementine were raring to go,
ready to play their next games.
All 4 girls started off with their
singles games with 3 out of 4
of the girls winning individual
games. St Benedicts overall
took the lead with 4 wins. Next
came the doubles tournament
whereby both doubles pairs
gave a good performance.
Although St Benedicts won
6-0, our girls showed resilience
and their knowledge and
confidence of the scoring system
has improved greatly. The 4
girls’ "sportspersonship" when
attending these fixtures has been
a delight to see.
Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports Sports
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The other results are:
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Junior boys results
200m- David Newcombe 26.8
1500m- Micheal Gwynn 5.34
10th
Long Jump- David Newcombe
4.68 8th
Inter boys results
100m- Jacob Fenner 13.0 and
Luke Dudden 12.9
Long Jump- Luke Dudden 5.20
6th

Junior Girls
100m- Lois Gore 14.9
200m- Kirsty Dinnell 31.3
Long Jump- Tilly Motts 3.84
6th
Lois Gore 3.58 – 12th
Inter Girls
100m- Jasmine Gawne 16.2		
				
800m- Anna Robson 3.08		
			
Long Jump- Shayna AvnaniPreston 3.97
Triple Jump- Shayna AvnaniPreston 8.65 5th			
		
Discus-Jasmine Gawne 14.21
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Tilly Motts
Athletics

T

illy went to represent both
the school and her club,
Colchester Harriers at the
Suffolk County Championships,
Northgate Athletics track. Very
pleasant weather, pretty perfect
for sprinting. Having warmed
up in the County Schools
Championships a week before,
Tilly was feeling good. She came
4th in the 100m final and 3rd in
the 200m. This hopefully means
she will go on to represent the
county. Great news.
She also competed in the Essex
County Championships and
achieved a new Personal Best of
12.81 in the 100m. A great start
to the season and we hope that
she is selected to represent the
county. Well done and good luck
for the rest of the season!

Rounders

A

fantastic effort from our U13
girls with their first Rounders games against Stour Valley
and Mildenhall. Some brilliant
batting being shown after only a
few training sessions!
So much potential!
Miss K Young
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Venice
O

n Friday 8th March, Year 13 had the
opportunity to go to Venice for the
day as part of their enrichment. When we
arrived in sunny Venice we got a coach
from Treviso airport to just outside the
centre of Venice where we hopped on the
water taxi, (once Mr Alexander worked
out how to get the tickets). The water
taxi was great, and the normal form of
transport for the locals. After a wander
around Venice and a trip across to the
Bell Tower, which had amazing views
over Venice, we went for lunch and had
some shopping time. Obviously, you can’t
go to Italy and not try the pizza, and
some gelato to top it off.
After lunch we met our walking tour
guide - Francesco. Francesco was a
great laugh and took us on a tour which
lasted about 3 hours, where we saw in
depth the whole of Venice, which was
absolutely amazing. The weather served
us well too. Towards the end of our tour
we could go on a Gondola. However, not
the posh ones costing the equivalent of
£80 for half an hour! Instead, as students
we opted for a £3 ride to the other side
of the canal. Regardless of the fact we
thought we might fall into the water with
about 16 people on the gondola, we got
there, full of laughter. This brought us
towards the end of the day where we
had walked so far and we were all so
tired. Mr Alexander was desperate for
our flight not to be delayed (after the
nightmare of last year’s Venice trip) but it
was, although not for too long. My group
kept ourselves occupied with Uno and we
were soon on our way home.
We arrived back in England at around 11
pm after having an amazing day of seeing
Venice.
Chloe Jackson
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Cambridge University
Taster Session

A

t the beginning of March, I made the journey
over to Cambridge University to attend one of
their subject masterclasses. The one that I attended
was on the subject of Education, which is an area
that I find very interesting, so wanted to attend this
masterclass to help me decide if it was the type of
university course that I would like to apply for in
Year 13.

Overall, it was a very valuable day which
encouraged me to explore similar courses both
at Cambridge and other universities. I would
really recommend trying to attend taster sessions
and taster lectures for the types of courses and
universities that you are interested in as they
allow you to find out if this subject interests you
and whether going to university is for you.

We started off the day with a lecture on what it
means to be educated, where the lecturer managed
to give us a taste of what a few weeks’ worth of
lectures would be like in just one hour, which was
impressive in itself! I enjoyed this lecture a lot as I
found it really engaging. It made me question the
meanings and motives behind our current education
system.

Caitlin Ryan

After lunch, our next lecture was about one of
the specific pathways that Education students can
take; this particular lecture was about Policy and
International Development, a topic that I did not
know a lot about at all. The final part of our day
consisted of another lecture from ex-Cambridge
student who now works in the admissions
department for the Education subject area of
Cambridge. She gave us some useful information
and tips about the Oxbridge admissions process,
which really helped me to understand what is
expected of the applicants and how to make yourself
stand out.
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Oxbridge Conference at
Northgate School

O

n 25th April, a small group of Year 12s
got the chance to attend an Oxbridge
Conference at Northgate School, Ipswich.
We arrived fairly early and started the
day with an introduction to Oxford and
Cambridge University, led by Dr Dave
Leal (from Oxford) and Kathryn Singleton
(from Cambridge). I think this session was
useful in both allowing us to understand
what sort of applicant Oxbridge universities
are looking for and what sort of life we
would have away from the predominantly
studying aspect of such a university. It gave
us an insight into what makes Oxbridge so
unique.
Our second session of the day was all
about making an engaging application to
Oxbridge. This session was run by Dr Leal
and Dr David Bainbridge, both of whom
interview prospective students and work
within the application process at their
respected colleges. I personally found this
session really reassuring as they explained
the process, which at first glance appears
rather daunting. Hearing such information
from fellows from Oxbridge was a pleasant
change from having to sift through, what
feels like, reams of information online.
After a cheerful lunch, we spent the last of
our day over two sessions. The first was
a workshop grouped depending on what

sort of subjects we were interested in. My
humanities session was led by Dr Leal, who
sat with us and briefly discussed the nature
of studying the various types of humanities
subjects at university, from his varied
experiences as a student, as well as giving
us a more Oxbridge-centred insight from
his experiences as a teacher of such subjects.
He explained to us that in Oxbridge there
are plenty of opportunities to study dual
degrees, meaning you don’t have to give up
any of your academic passions to fit one
subject or degree.
Our final session of the day was centred
around the interview element of making
an Oxbridge application. We were talked
through various ways to prepare for an
interview, making sure to put special
emphasis on what they called SuperCurricular activities. These could be
anything from further reading to watching
TedTalks online, as long as they were
developing an academic interest of yours. I
think this was probably the most valuable
part of the day for me, as it made me feel
more secure in what initially seemed like
a scary part of the application process. I
definitely took something positive away
from the experience as a whole.
Gemma Deacon
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National School’s
Analyst Competition

O

n Saturday 25th April, Year 12
Chemistry students – Rebecca Scott,
Ruby Shrubsole and Jacob Miculob
competed in this year’s National School’s
Analyst Competition, with the East
Anglian regional heat being held at the
University of Hertfordshire against 18
other schools.

Rebecca took up the titration task, I made
up the standard solutions of dilute aspirin
in preparation for a UV spectroscopy
and Ruby undertook a chromatography
task. In a high-pressure environment and
with a tight time-frame, we had to work
independently and learn to trust each
other.

When we arrived we entered a large room
with rows of lab benches, all equipped
with glass equipment and expensive
scientific machines. There was an air of
professionalism and with the room packed
with students from different schools, it was
intimidating at first.

We were marked on not only the accuracy
of our results and method, but also on our
housekeeping. Sadly, we did not place in
the top three, but that did not matter to
us; the experience that we gained and the
fact that we took part in the competition
meant more to us. It was the first year
TGS entered a team and we felt proud to
represent our school.

The competition began and we were
assigned to complete three analytical
exercises in three hours, so we decided
to designate ourselves to separate tasks.

Jacob Miculob
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Sixth Form Surgery

Sixth Form Calender
of Events

Thursdays 3.30-4.30
Careers Hub
Essay writing/study skills
support
Work load/Revision

Support from your
ith all
Sixth Form Team w
aspects of learning

d see us!
Come an

Sixth Form Study

OpenHouse
The Sixth Form centre
will be open for students to
study in after school MonThur until 5pm.
Sign into Sixth Form
reception and don’t forget to
have a complimentary coffee
or hot chocolate with us in
the Cafe at 4.30pm!
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S u m m e r Te r m 2 0 1 9
Tuesday 23 April – Friday 19 July 2019
Half Term: Monday 27 May –
Friday 31 May 2019

A u t u m n Te r m 2 0 1 9
Tuesday 3 September (Y7,11,12 & 13 only),
Wednesday 4 September (all students) Friday 20 December 2019
Half term: Monday 21 October Friday 25 October 2019
Non Pupil Days: Monday 2 September and
Friday 18 October 2019

Follow us on instagram
Thomas Gainsborough School

www.facebook.com/
thomasgainsboroughschool

Twitter
@tgschool

Thomas Gainsborough School, Wells Hall Road, Great Cornard, Suffolk, CO10 0NH
Telephone: 01787 375232, Fax: 01787 377386
enquiries@tgschool.net, www.tgschool.net
If you would like to visit us it would be our pleasure to show you around. Please contact
us on 01787 375232

